Issues concerning papal primacy occupy a significant place in recent theologial literature. Ecumenical dialogues have addressed the challenge implied by the oft-cited lament of Pope Paul VI, "The Pope ... is undoubtedly the most serious obstacle on the path of ecumenism," 1 and have found, as Karl Lehmann notes, that the relative lack of qualification and nuance in official Catholic doctrine on papal jurisdiction tends to make primacy a more intractable topic than infallibility in their effort to reach consensus on different aspects of the papal office.
thought on the subject and to demonstrate some characteristic emphases. Official documents are considered only insofar as they are reflected in the writings of theologians.
To supply a context for viewing current conceptions, the paper will begin (I) with a summary of the theology of papal primacy developed by Charles Journet (1891-1975), an influential and, in many respects, representative Roman Catholic theologian of the recent past. It will then (II) consider, in more thematic fashion, contemporary Catholic treatments of the major issues discussed by Journet; an effort will be made to show both elements of continuity and shifts in understanding. After noting some recent ecumenical proposals (III), the paper will conclude (IV) with suggestions for further consideration. Journet, convinced that "the Church received her definitive jurisdictional constitution immediately from the hands of Christ" (387), distinguishes between the intransmissible privileges of the apostles (= members of the Twelve) and their "ordinary and permanent powers concerned with preserving the Church" (384); the latter powers, of orders and jurisdiction, pass on to their successors.
These gifts are equal in each of the apostles. In addition, however, Journet interprets Mt 16:18-19 and Jn 21:16-17, each taken without further ado as actual words of Jesus, as Christ's direct conferral on Peter of "a regular ordinary power, transmissible for all time" (387), by virtue of which Peter's "relation to the other Apostles was not one of equality, but the relation of a shepherd to his flock" (388) as far as government of the universal Church is concerned. Even the special apostolic privileges, "since they were granted only in view of the foundation of a Church which was essentially destined to be governed by a single visible ruler, ... tended of themselves to place the Apostles, in all that concerned the government of the Church, in dependence on the trans-apostolic powers entrusted by Christ to Peter" (383).
Journet offers two reflections on the suitability of Christ's decision. First, he argues that Christ had originally organized the Church around himself as a visible center; prior to the Ascension, he was faced with the choice of altering this constitution or singling out one of the apostles with a special assistance enabling him to "become a permanent visible center of organization for the universal church" (388; cf. 399). The latter option, which Christ chose, has the advantage of adhering as closely as possible to the Church's original structure. Second, Journet maintains that if it is a structural law of the local church that a single bishop manifest the authority of Christ and continue his visible and corporeal presence, it is all the more fitting that comparable provision be made for the universal Church (397-99). These, however, are arguments for the appropriateness of the structure chosen by Christ, not for its necessity; that the Church is so organized is derived from a distinct and explicit act of Christ's foundational will.
By a provision of "divine law" (389), Peter's regular power passed on to his successors, who receive their jurisdictional power immediately from Christ-unlike other bishops, who receive theirs "mediately, through the Pope" (404; cf. 421). The link between the universal pastorate and the episcopate of the local church at Rome derives from "an unforeseeable decree of Providence" (429) and from Peter's exercise of his "exceptional privilege" of determining "the conditions that would make the line of his succession recognizable" (427). Journet considers this fusion indissoluble, a matter of divine right, though he also notes the existence of different opinions (429-33) on this matter.
To specify the characteristics of papal jurisdiction, Journet has recourse to the vocabulary of the First Vatican Council. "Ordered ... to the good of the universal Church" (411), truly pastoral and episcopal, "it is, in the universal Church, what the jurisdiction of the bishop is in a local Church: plenary, immediate, proper or ordinary" (423). Plenary: it extends in act to the universal Church and in potency to the whole universe. Immediate: it can be exercised over each one of the faithful, without recourse to any intermediary. Proper: though vicarious as exercised in the name of Christ, it resides primarily in the pope alone, and only secondarily and by participation in the episcopal college united to him as body to head. Ordinary: it is permanently attached to an office rather than being delegated.
Journet's theology of the papacy, like his ecclesiology in general, is oriented primarily toward the Church universal and strongly focused on juridical questions. Sharp distinction is made between the position of the pope and that of other bishops, whose collégial role is understood as derivative from the primacy. Papal primacy, like other elements of the Church's structure, is traced directly to the will of Christ, in a fashion which precludes much allowance for subsequent historical development. Nonetheless, despite this concentration on the papacy in isolation, it would be inaccurate to charge Journet with exalting the papacy for its own sake. Papal authority "is given to the Pope for no other end than the service of the Church The Papacy is for the Church, not the Church for the Papacy" (423-24). "Jurisdiction ... derives all its greatness from the fact that it is meant to serve the purpose of love." 8 II While contemporary Catholic theologians typically affirm the need for this office of the universal Church, their theologies of the papacy differ significantly from Journet's analysis in understanding its origin, providing a theological assessment of its development, conceiving its status de iure divino, and specifying its nature and limits within an overall ecclesiology.
Origin
Representative contemporary Catholic authors envision Jesus' foundation of the Church, especially with regard to its structural elements, in quite nuanced fashion. 9 Corresponding to this, biblical studies detect in the NT foundations for a Petrine office, function, or ministry, often specified as service to church unity, but find its beginnings less fixed in form than Journet conceived them. Two examples must suffice.
1 him by Jesus. He was accorded an appearance (probably the first appearance) of the risen Christ, was the most important of the Twelve, and had a missionary career; in the early Church his theological stance probably mediated between those of James and Paul. During and after his lifetime, Peter also became a symbol; the NT includes images of him as the great Christian fisherman, the shepherd of the sheep, the Christian martyr, the recipient of special revelation, the confessor of the true Christian faith, the guardian of the faith against false teaching, and as a weak and sinful man. 10 In this regard the study speaks of discovering "the importance of the trajectory traveled by Peter's image, a trajectory that even in the New Testament is not coterminous with his historical career," and concludes that "an investigation of the historical career does not necessarily settle the question of Peter's importance for the subsequent church" (168). 
lus divinum
In this context the status of the papacy as an institution which exists within the Church de iure divino has inevitably been addressed anew; this discussion is embedded in the general contemporary reassessment of the meaning to be attributed to the term ius divinum. 17 On the whole, Catholic theologians agree that the papal primacy exists within the Church by God's will, and not due solely to human factors. They differ in more specific conception of the papacy's status and in choice of terminology to describe its position.
Karl Rahner, for example, has proposed that historical developments which correspond to the nature of the Church may be iuris divini, even if not strictly required by the Church's nature, at least if they occurred in the apostolic Church. 18 In keeping with this general principle, he has suggested considering the possibility that the papacy might involve a ius divinum "which has its foundation and possibility in the words of Jesus, but is at the same time an irreversible decision of the primitive church (and not simply the logical unfolding of such words of Jesus)."
19 Through such considerations Rahner hopes to attenuate the tension between the plurivalent origin of the primacy and its later development. In the historical forms which the papacy has assumed he envisions a mixture of ius divinum and ius humanum, for "the ius divinum of the Church always and wherever it exists has a concrete embodiment which is not itself iuris divini." unwilling to classify such developments as irreversible. 21 As a possible resolution, J. Michael Miller has proposed distinguishing between "divine institution" and "divine design" or "divine ordination"; as far as primacy is concerned, Miller would reserve the term "divine institution" for reference to the Petrine function and speak of "divine design" or "divine ordination" in regard to the embodiment ofthat function in the historical papacy.
22 How this terminological proposal will be received by other theologians remains to be seen. In this issue, as in others, discussion of the papacy is inseparable from consideration of the status of other ecclesial structures. 
Nature and Limits of Papal Primacy

26
While each local church is truly church, no local church is self-sufficient, for the oneness of Christ requires that it exist in communion with the other churches: "Unity of the communities which celebrate the Eucharist is therefore not an external addition to Eucharistie ecclesiology, but its internal condition."
27
The papacy is seen in this context. inherent limits more stringent on a moral level than they appear to be in the juridical formulations of Vatican I and Vatican II. 31 In Ratzmger's judgment, such limits are acknowledged in the desire of Vatican I to be understood "according to the ancient and constant faith of the universal Church" (DS 3052), "as it is also contained in the acts of the ecumenical councils and sacred canons" (DS 3059), "as the perpetual practice of the Church attests" (DS 3065). 32 They are reflected again in the Prefatory Explanatory Note appended to Lumen gentium by decision of higher authority, as the assertion that the pope "can at all times exercise his power at will" is qualified by the phrase "as required by his office itself." Against this background Rahner identifies the office of the pope precisely as that of head of the college of bishops-in a specific sense which enables the pope to perform ex officio acts of the college and which does not reduce him to being the college's delegate. 35 The purpose of the papal office is to represent and guarantee the unity of the Church, though the papacy is not the only principle of the Church's unity. 36 In this conception the papal office is intrinsically limited by several factors, especially the nature of the Church and the existence of the episcopal college iure divino. Ultimately, however, the preservation of the proper relationship among the various authorities in the Church, for which unity and pluralism are equally essential, 37 depends upon the Holy Spirit, not a juridical guarantee, for the moral norms to which the papacy is bound are far more stringent than its juridical limitations. While convinced in general that the current rethinking of the papal office represents an advance, I would offer the following thoughts for further consideration.
1. The principles operative in many forms of theological argument about the papacy remain unclarified to such a degree that their adequacy is open to serious question. To address this problem, there is need to relate the discussion of the papacy more directly to contemporary thought on the respective doctrinal significance of Scripture and of postbiblical tradition and to address the issue of the development of dogma. In addition, closer connection of the discussion of primacy to contemporary theological assessments of the dogmatic status of the Church's episcopal structure seems necessary.
2. While the reaction against preoccupation with juridical categories in ecclesiology is in part justified, the preference for more general vocabulary (e.g., "service") may mask more problems than it solves.
47
Journet's insistence that papal primacy is a form of service to the Church can serve as a timely reminder to avoid facile construction of false dilemmas. Also pertinent in this regard is Ratzinger's observation (originally made in the context of discussing church membership) that "in some circumstances legal thinking can give more flexibility and openness than a 'mystical' conception." 48 3. While the widespread option for an ecclesiology of communion, with its focus on the local church, initially seems highly conducive to profitable discussion between East and West, I remain skeptical that it tion; in his judgment, the former, unlike the latter, did not in principle abandon the basic form of the ancient Church ("Die ökumenische Situation" 203-8). Fries has replied to criticisms in an appendix to the second German edition, Einigung der Kirchen-Reale Möglichkeit (Freiburg: Herder, 1985) . 47 Cf. Hans Urs von Balthasar, Der antiromische Affekt (Freiburg: Herder, 1974) 47, 106-7.
48 "Die Ekklesiologie des Zweiten Vatikanums" 48. Ratzinger wisely notes that some forms of "mystical" ecclesiology may serve to immunize official church actions from legitimate criticism (49). will, at least by itself, prove sufficient for addressing all pertinent ecclesiological questions. It may well at least be necessary to supplement this approach with more direct focus on the Church universal. Despite the likelihood of initial difficulties in understanding an unfamiliar pattern of thought, this perspective, which has considerable biblical precedent, may in the long run provide more satisfactory principles for concrete progress on complicated issues. 
